
                                                                           General Play Questions                                           (ref: QLD Referees) 

1. 
If, through the state of the ground, a drop kick is unable to be taken from the centre of the goal line to restart play, what is the 

correct procedure? 

(a) Allow a punt kick. Answer 

(b) Move the drop out along the line after informing both captains.  

(c) Form a scrum 10 metres out from the goal line. LHF to the attacking team.  

2. 
Red punt kicks a free kick which is caught on the full by Blue in the Blue in-goal. Blue throws the ball forward to another 

Blue player standing on the Blue 20 metre line who picks up the ball. 

(a) 20 metre optional restart to Blue? Answer 

(b) Play on?  

(c) Penalty to Red 10 metres out in the field of play opposite where Blue threw the ball forward?  

3. Red stands to play the ball. There is no Blue marker and no Red acting half back. Red plays the ball and then picks it up. 

(a) Penalty to Blue? Answer 

(b) Play on?  

(c) Scrum. LHF to Blue?  

4. On Tackle 4, Red forces the ball at the foot of the Blue goal post in the field of play. 

(a) Award a try to Red? Answer 

(b) No try. Play on?  

(c) Scrum 10 metres out from goal post. LHF to Red?  

5. On tackle 5, the ball bursts. Red is in possession on the Red 30 metre line. 

(a) Scrum. LHF to Red? Answer 

(b) Scrum. LHF to Blue?  

(c) Handover to Blue where the ball burst?  

6. 
A scrum is formed and fed and then the full time hooter sounds. The ball emerges incorrectly and no fault can be attributed to 

any one team. 

(a) Repack the scrum? Answer 

(b) Blow the whistle for full-time?  

(c) Play on?  

7. 
Red is awarded a penalty and elects to kick for goal. Can a player coming back from the blood bin, or temporary suspension, 

take the kick? 

(a) Yes Answer 

(b) No  

(c) “Ref’s call”?  

8. On the fifth and last tackle, Red stands to play the ball and loses control of the ball. 

(a) Handover to the Blue team? Answer 

(b) Scrum. LHF to Blue?  

(c) Scrum. LHF to Red?  

9. Red runs into the Blue in-goal to force the ball for a try. The Red player runs into the referee and play is irregularly affected. 

(a) Play on? Answer 

(b) 20 metre optional restart by Blue?  

(c) Award the try where play was irregularly affected?  

10. On the last tackle, Red kicks the ball which accidentally strikes another offside Red player. The Red kicker regathers the ball. 

(a) Handover to Blue at the accidental offside? Answer 

(b) Scrum for the accidental offside. LHF to Blue?  

(c) Penalty to Blue where ball strikes offside Red player?  
 


